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The movement of the actors within the Ground Plan. (Please "black out" any stage            
directions in your script with a black marker and come up with your blocking). 

 
1. Understand any Given circumstance presented by the playwright through the dialogue such as:  

Is there a required entrance? Do any character lines dictate blocking? ("Please sit down", "Why 
are you just sitting there like that?", "If you try to walk out that door..."). Understanding the 
requirements set down by the playwright is vital. 

 
2. Let the Objectives you have selected for the characters inspire the blocking. To Beg will inspire 

certain choices while To Ignore may inspire opposite choices. To Ridicule will inspire very 
different choices than To Befriend. This is called Organic blocking! Start your blocking ideas 
with the Objectives in mind. 

 
3. Most blocking will occur in the transition moments between the objective/unit shift. When your 

character goes from begging to ignoring there will be a change in blocking. (As a Rule of 
Thumb: If you have four transitions, you will probably have four pieces of blocking) 

 
4. Use Artistic Consideration in your choices. Think of interesting and varietal Compositions and 

creating stage pictures. 
 

5. Don't sit side by side in a scene (especially on a couch or at a table). 
 

6. Don't stand side by side in a scene. 
 

7. Stay at a distance from one another. Work harder to achieve goals. 
 

8. Save climactic Compositions (moments when characters are closer than 3-4 feet from one 
another) for the most intense moments of a scene. Variety. 

 
9. If one character is standing, try one character sitting. (This creates interesting stage pictures and 

levels). 
 

10. A ground plan is an obstacle course. An obstacle only occurs when it is between two people. 
You must be able to move around your furniture. 

 
11. Use furniture in unique ways. Achieve your objectives through use of set and props. 

 
12. If your character makes a stage cross. Do it with 120% commitment. No "sort of, kind of' in 

the theatre. When you finish cross, then stop moving! 
 

13. Don't wander. Ground Root and Center. And use your Ground Plan. Don't linger in empty 
dead space ("no man's land"). Tie into furniture. Remain Open. 

 
14. Always make the upstage choice and the s-shaped curve and the long way, whenever possible. 

Remain open: make sure your downstage foot is behind your upstage foot. 
 

15. Rehearse scene on your feet and try out different choices. 
16. Don't discount partner's ideas. Try them! 

 
17. Achieve eye contact with your partner unless objective dictates otherwise. (Very few times, 

please!) 
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18. Write blocking script in pencil so it can be changed without problems. 
 

19. Have fun acting the character and get inspired by the work. 
 

20. Have fun acting the character and get inspired by the work. But remember, you don't "become" 
the character, or "lose yourself' in the character- please!! Especially if you're playing Othello! 

 


